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ABSTRACT

We try to make the case that integration
mechanisms play a key part in information
processing in the auditory system, because
of the poor coding abilities of Single
channels, and the comglexitity of the
auditory image, but t at integration
mechanisms must be “clever”, able. to
group in a complex way all the information
relevant to a given ecologically relevant
source. Gibson’s intuitions about the
“resonance of neural systems" on the
“invariant of the ph sical environment”,
later reinforced by arr’s representational
framework based on parallelism and
SEecialization of intermediary processes
s ould provide a very strong in51ght into
the study of integration.

l. INTRODUCTION

Auditory processing basically begins by
cochlear analysis which results in
projecting the incident acoustic signal in
one of the 50000 primar Type-I neurons
of the auditory nerve. his first neural
representation of the acoustic signal — the
spatio—temporal pattern of discharges in the
auditory nerve — exhibits properties which
must strongly determine some of the main
processmg characteristics of further
auditory centers :
(i) there is a great deal of redundancy in
.. the neural outputs,

(ii) which means, in some sense, that
there 18 too much information in the
auditory nerve representation ;

(in) however, a first decomposition of the
acoustic signal is achieved, each unit
looking more closely at a specific
characteristic (the energy in the signal

. Within a given frequency band),
(iv) but it is carried out by noisy channels

With a poor ability to ‘represent” what
they. are looking for (because of
classmal limitations of neural cells).

Points (ii) and (iii) are related to one of the
key concepts developed by Man- in his
theory of Vision [19], namely that the input
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— in his case, the image ; for us, the
sound — carries too much information,
and, more importantl , types of
information that are speci ied at a number
of different scales ; hence this input must
be analysed in parallel by a number of
different processing systems, which
produce different representations, from
which 5 ecific feature extraction can be
achieve (property detectors). The pool of
detectors grouped in this level of
“intermediary processing” conver es,
accordin to Marr, towards what he ca ls a
2—1/2 D Fevel, a level of “pure perception”,
which “ rovides the cornerstone for an
overall ormulation of the entire vision
problem” (pp.269-272), and which
corresponds, for the specialist of
Cognitive Sciences Petitot, to the
“morpholo ical level” of the “pheno-
physics” (p enomenologically significant
phtysics providing the ecological obi-‘fctive
in ormation about the real world) [2 1.

Points (i) and (iv) largely constraint what
should be the key information procesain
mechanism for the elaboration o
intermediary representations, namely
integration mechanisms, able to build up
the necessary statistics of the noisy poor-
coder channels (iv), taking as best profit as
possible of the redundancy of the auditory
nerve representation (i).

Obviously, however, integration cannot be
a kind of “smoothing” mechanism that
would just ive a gross insight into the
content oft e auditory nerve — it cannot
compute a simple first—order statistics — but
it must on the contrary be able to group in
alcomplex way all what is relevant to a
given feature, and filter out what is not
relevant : it must be able to extract and
reveal. This is highly reminiscent of
Gibson’s view about the “resonance on the
ecological invariant” across the variability
of the stimulus [8]. As Marr clearly
shows, Gibson ’5 brilliant intuition needs a
computational framework ; integration
could provide one of the cornerstones of



this framework, considering that
resonance can ha n only if the resonant

' system has foun time or space enou h in
order to filter out. transrents and bui d up
its resonant behavtour.

We shall discuss .here two possible
examples of clever integration processes,
which could help to recover important
articulatory manoeuvers from auditory
representations, i.e. (i) enable detection of
acoustic events controlled in the timing of
speech production, or (ii) extract a stable
articulatory target “hidden" 'rnsrde a
continuously varyrng acoustic u-aiectory.

2. INTEGRATION ACROSS PLACE
FOR EVENT DETECTXON

Auditory perception needs a good
instrument for estimations of temporal
relationships between acoustic events.
This is true for an ecological situation
where timing provi es key information on
the structure of the objects that produced
the sound, and specially for speech
perception where the temporal organization
of the glottal and supra-glottal gestures rs
finely controlled by the speaker rn order to

(a)

n- w _m

ml rluu r

produce such phonolo ical contrasts as
vorced vs non-voiced p osives, simple vs
double consonants (gemination). or tense
vs lax vowels.
Timing estimations obviously begin with a
system able to detect acoustic events. The
cochlear nucleus seems able to provide a
biological e uipmcnt for such event
detection, wit its various kinds of “on"
cells [30]. In our laborato , Wu [28]
proposed a simulation of “on ‘ cells based
on a model of neural adaptation that he had
shown to produce good results at the level
of primary neurons in the auditory nerve.
At the output of each individual cell of a
model of the auditory nerve, is strongly
reinforced adaptation mechanism produces
the “on" behaviour, with a very large
component of temporal derivation,
followed by a rather long (100 ms)
forward masking effect. We showed that
such a model can indeed cope with the
acoustic cons uences of glottal or supra-
lottal articu atory events such as
ginning of voicing, beginning of a

vocalic state of the vocal tract, beginning
of friction [29].

’ (d)

FIGURE l - “0n” cells modelling and detection of acoustic events
(a) French logatome [baki] (b) response of 64 “on" cells (Charactenstrc Frequency CF increase
from bottom to top) (c) from bottom to top : integrated reSponses m the low (100300 Hz).

middle (300-900 Hz) and high (900-4000 Hz) CF'regions (d) detected events tn the three
corresponding CF-regions (see [28] for a precise description of the detection algorithm).
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On Fig.1 we show the modelled response
of an array of “on"—cells to a French
logatome [baki]. The events a pear as the
synchronized occurence o a strong
maximum of discharge in a sub-array of
cells covering a broad frequency range.

Event detection is based on a summed
response in one of three sub-arrays,
respectively in the low-, middle— or high-
frequency region (Frg.1c, 1d). Hence, the
functioning of the model relies on (1)
strong responses to acoustic events in
single fre uency channels, due 'to
reinforced a aptatron, and (ii) summation
of responses based on synchrony of
behaviour in a number of channels.
Summation of synchronized responses
seems to be a very efficient way of
signallin events localized in time, With a
rather e icient behaviour in noise [l] :
indeed in this case the response driven by
an event in one frequenc channel can be
confounded with an amp itude fluctuation
inherent to the noise, but, since the
acoustic event cannot have a good
temporal localization (small time
spreading) without covering several
frequency bands, it results in
synchronizedfluctuations in a number of
neighbour channels : this helps
disambiguate the “signal” (the acoustic
event) from the noise.
The proposal of mechanisms for detection
of coherence of response in a number of
frequency channels is in line with an
increasm number of psychoacoustic
studies a ut signal detection in noise
which show that a signal is easier to detect
if inter-channel synchronies help separate
the srgnal from the inherent noise
fluctuations, and more enerally if inter-
channel coherences of t e signal and the
norse are as different as possible. Thus :
(r) if a noise band masking a pure tone

Signal rs flanked by noise bands in
temporal coherence with it, these
adjacent bands improve the knowledge
of the inherent noise fluctuations and
Increase the pure tone detectability

.. (Comodulatron Masking Release [11]);
(u) coherent noise bands flanking a si nal

made-of another noise band create ess
masking on the si nal if their fluc-
tuations are uncorre ated with those of
the Signal than if masker and signal
band norses are coherent (Comodu-
lauon Detection Differences [18]);

(n1)a temporal ap applied in synchrony
on several and noises is easier to
detect if the band noises are not
coherent, srnce the gap induces a
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coherent amplitude fluctuation (a local
amplitude minimum) which emerges
more when superimposed on unco-
herent noise fluctuation patterns [10] ;

(iv) temporal gaps applied on several band
noises are easier to detect if the are
synchronized than if they are not {9]

All these data show, as Grose & Hall [10]
notice, that “the auditory system is able to
combine information across critical bands
in order to improve temporal acuity”
(pp.312), which “might act to facilitate a
segregation between a target event (signal
or galp) and the background pattern”
( p.3 3). Hence, in the case of event
erection — a key task for “ecological

acoustics" — Gibson’s “resonance on the
invariant" should involve integration
mechanisms finely tuned in time -
probably after a stage of reinforcment of
the response to tempora variations — and
widely spread in place, which is exactly
what is realized in Fig.1. Or, ut in Man s
framework, detection 0 tem oral
discontinuities — probably crucia for
accessing to a possible mo olo 'cal level
equivalent to the vision -1/_2 level -
should involve neurons owmn s ecrfic
“receptive fields” (see [12 or an
extensive use of this concept in audition),
which implement a derivation in time and
an integration in frequency.

Notice finally that the concept of
coincidence of neural discharges could be
very eneral and seems to provide _a
powe ul principle for neural integration in
auditory processing [5].

3 . RECOVERY OF NON-REACHED
TARGETS BY INTEGRATION
ALONG ACOUSTIC TRAJECTORIES

After the famous paper by Strange et al.
[26] showing that vowels in consonantal
context were better identified than isolated
ones, a number of contradictory results
about static vs dynamic s ecification of
vowel identity were publis ed in the next
lnears: results of several studies from the

askms Laboratories were in favor of the
role of dynamic information, while a
number of authors failed to replicate these
data and obtained high identification
performances for isolated vowels.
sometimes better than with vowels m
context, and never much lower [27].
Whatever the experimental details or
linguistic conditions that could account for
the divergence, it remains that formant
variability of vocalic targets in function of
consonantal or vocalic context, rate and
speech conditions is a well—known and



classical fact [13, 16, 20] which must be

accounted for by human or machine vowel

identification systems. Thus we obtained

in our laborato as large as 400 Hz F1-

and 1000 Hz 2-variations for [a] and

res ectively 300 Hz and 600 Hz for F1

an F2 variations for [8] in contexts [iVi]

for a French speaker, depending on rate or

focus conditions. This speaker dis6ilayled

values oing from ( l = 8 0 2,

F2 = 12 0 Hz) for [a] and (F1 = 650 Hz,

F2 = 1800 Hz) for [e] in the best

conditions (reached target) to

(F1 = 400 Hz, F2 = 2250 Hz) for [a] and

(Fl = 350 Hz, F2 = 2400 Hz) for [e] in
the worst ones (quick rate, no focus on the

central vowel), while perceptual tests
showed that listeners could easily
recognize [a] in all cases, though [e] was
more difficult to recognize in the worst
conditions.

Listeners’ ability to integrate these
variations was assessed in several studies
[7, 17, 25] and a number of recognition
systems incorporate such contextual
effects by im licit rules, as in HMMs or
MLPs, or exp icit modelizations [2, 14].

In this framework it is important to
remember that, in echo to Lindblom’s
initial considerations about modelling
vowel reduction by a first-order attractor
[16], all present models of speech
production introduce at some level the
crucial concejpt of dynamic systems
driven towar s an attractor for the
specification of the gesture from one tar et
to the other. Thus the pilot work from t e
Haskins Laboratories is based on second
order dynamics in a target space, from
which the articulator d namics are
“backwards” specified y classical
principles of inverse dynamics [24]. The
work in progress in our laboratory
involves a low level of second-order
articulatory gestures (mass-spring stiffness
driven model [21]) controlled at a higher
level by complex optimization principles
implemente in a non-linear dynamic
system [3]. The important oint is that as
soon as a_ gesture i‘s define as a dynamic
system Wit the target as an attractor, the
equation that specifies the d namic
system provides a constant link getween
Cinematic articulatory variables (such as
position x and speed i) and a limited set
ofcontrol parameters with values fixed all
along the gesture, that determine the
gesture and hence the attractor (the
target”, reached or not).

Consider for exam 1e a linear second-
order system wrt critical damping,
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completely described by 2 parameters,
namely stiffness and equilibrium point.
The determination of 3 close values of x
and_x allows the computation of 2 values
of x, which then gives 2 linear equations
mvolvrng the 2 control parameters.
Resolution of this system provides us with
an estimation of the 2 control arameters
and, hence, of the target. hen this
estimation can be iterated : each new value
of (x, x), in relation with the last two
values of the previous set allows a new
target estimation.

There are two major difficulties in this
approach, one being the “inverse problem”
of estimating articulator positions and
speeds. from formants, the other
concerning the existence and exact nature
of dynamic systems for speech gestures.
However, these problems are not without
solutions [5, 15, 22], though they cannot
be discussed in detail here.
Our point is the following. As clearl
state by Elman & Mac Clelland [7i
variability in speech signals is lawful.
However, instead of the complex
connectionist system they proposed, with
connections variable in time as the
“predictors" of the acoustic trajectories,
what we perha 5 need is a true system of
trajectory ana ysis, performing all along
the trajectory an estimation of its target
from estimations 1% ormantpositions and
speeds, and fina , after integration of
t ese estimations or stabilization of the
final result and noise filtering, able to

make explicit what was the constant target
"hidden" in this trajectory, being it

reached or not. This research rogram,

ambitious but not unrealistic and or which
powerful tools are now available, could

once more provide us With a “clever
integration mechanism erfectly fulfilling

Gibson’s requirement a out the resonance
(of the auditory system) on the invariant

(of the s eech gesture, namely its attractor
specific by its dynamic equation).

CONCLUSION

Grouping (or “linking") of neural
excitation is becoming one of the key

problems for. the neurophysiology of
perception. it is our dee conViction that

rogress in the un erstanding of

integration mechanism for speech

perception will be OSSible only. inya

general framewor , where it is

acknowledged that (i) speech sounds are

produced, and must be erceived as

acoustic consequences ojparticulatory

gestures that obey some of the general



laws of human gestures, (it) which

requires specialized processrngs,

focussed on certain types of tnformatton,

at specific time-frequency scales,

rocessings based on elements of the

glological information processmg toolbox

available in the auditory system. James

Gibson and David Marr seem to

concentrate in a remarkable way some of

the most profound advances in these two

major directions.
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